6 Low Power Alert and Recharge

5 Delete Fingerprints

When charging, remove the silicone USB plug, insert the
USB cable and link to any PC/tablet or charge pal. Red LED
is blinking while charging. After about 60 minutes of
charging, green LED will light, which means the charging is
completed.
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Under the locked state, push the U-type
shackle to its lowest position (just a little
bit down). Touch the fingerprint sensor,
blue and red LED will light, which means
the lock enters deletion mode.

Then loosen the shackle, keep pressing with the administrator
fingerprint on the sensor until the blinking red LED turns to
green LED, which means all fingerprints except the first two
(administrator) fingerprints are deleted. Repeat the above
delete operation again, all the fingerprints will be deleted.
Note: Don’t move off the fingers when red LED blinks,
otherwise the deletion will interrupt.

When the system detects low power, yellow LED will blink
when you touch the fingerprint sensor. You can still open
the lock for about 50 times when yellow LED blinks at first
time. If the battery is totally out of power, you need to link
the lock to a charge pal or other portable power supply
before unlocking it, then remember to recharge it.
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Top view

Touch the fingerprint sensor to start,
then blue LED will blink, which means
the lock enters the registration mode.

Press with one finger on the sensor, move the finger off
when green LED lights. Then repeat two more times until
the fingerprint is registered. Finally, the padlock will turn off
automatically.
Note: The maximum fingerprint capacity of lock is 10. The
first two fingerprints belong to the administrator group,
they have the right to register or delete other fingerprints.

Press with one registered finger on the sensor, green LED will light if the verification is
correct, then the lock will unlock automatically. If red LED lights, please try again more
carefully.
Note: After seven failed verification, the lock will turn off automatically.

Press down the U-type shackle to the hole, and it will be locked up.

Before adding new fingerprints, use
one of the administrator fingerprints
to unlock the lock. Under the
unlocked state, keep pressing about
three seconds until green LED blinks.

Then move off the finger and
blue LED will blink, which means
the lock enters registration mode.

Use the new fingerprint to
repeat the above registration
operation.

